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Abstract
Two approaches for assessing the quality of protein X–ray
structures are presented. One, implemented in the software
PROVE, is based on the calculation of atomic volumes and
uses the deviation from standard volumes, computed from
a reference set of very accurate protein structures, to assess
the quality of an atomic model, as a whole, and in specific
regions of the model. The other, implemented in the software SF–CHECK, uses several objective criteria for evaluating the experimental structure factor data, when the
latter are deposited, and for assessing the agreement of the
atomic coordinates with these data, both for the model as
a whole and on a per–residue basis. A combination of such
tools with existing procedures like PROCHECK may represent the backbone of routine structure validation protocols in the future.
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Introduction

Recent years have witnessed an exponential
growth of data on the 3D structures of macromolecules,
and in particular proteins. Managing this information is a
challenging problem. It requires efficient ways of storing,
cross referencing and accessing these data and the information that can be obtained from them, commonly referred to as ’databases’[1]. Such databases can only be useful if the data they contain are consistent and as error free
as possible. This applies in particular to the atomic coordinates of the macromolecules. Owing to the lack of atomic
resolution in X–ray and NMR experiments, the data they
provide may not be sufficient to define the model of a macromolecule accurately enough, and this model represents
a compromise between the fit to the experimental data and
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to our knowledge of chemistry. Procedures and criteria for
assessing the quality of the atomic coordinates, both overall and in specific regions of the structure, are hence of
prime importance.
Procedures such as PROCHECK[2], often used in
the crystallographic community, focus on the validation of
geometric and stereo–chemical parameters of the molecular models. They work mostly by evaluating how these parameters deviate from their standard values, derived from
a reference set of high quality protein structures or crystals
of small molecules. However, X–ray refinement procedures, as well as methods used for deriving models from
NMR data, often use the same parameters as constraints or
restraints. For example, least squares refinement algorithms such as PROLSQ[3] or TNT[4] use restraints on covalent geometry, whereas procedures such as XPLOR[5],
based on molecular dynamics methods, apply in addition,
restraints on non–bonded contacts. These restraints and
constraints can leave their mark on the final model[6], and
measuring the quality of a structure in terms of how well
certain parameters match the standard values may thus in
fact evaluate how different standard values compare with
one another [2] [7]. Hence, there is a need for objective
methods for assessing the quality of a protein model. These
methods should use quality measures based on parameters
that are not directly used in generating the model, and
more importantly still, they should evaluate the agreement
between the model and the experimental data.
Here we present two different approaches to the
quality assessment of protein crystal structures. One is
based on the calculations of atomic volumes. Atomic volumes are clearly influenced by a number of parameters
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(bond distance, bond angles, non–bonded contacts) that
are subjected to restraints in many refinement procedures.
But volumes, as such, are not restrained during refinement.
The software PROVE[8] uses the deviation from standard
volumes, computed from a reference set of accurate protein structures, to assess the quality of an atomic model, as
a whole, and in specific regions of the model. The other approach, implemented in the software SF–CHECK, proposes standard procedures for analyzing structure factor
data, when the latter are deposited, and for assessing the
agreement of the atomic coordinates with the electron density, both for the model as a whole and on a per residue basis. Several of the quality measures and criteria used by
SF–CHECK are already computed in one form or another
in existing refinement programs, but several are novel.
SF_CHECK applies these different measures to a given
structure completely automatically, and provides a concise
pictorial output in PostScript format.
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Deviations from Standard Atomic Volumes as a Quality Measure for Protein
Crystal Structures

2.1 Computation of Atomic Volumes
Atomic volumes were computed in a reference
set of 64 highly resolved (better than 2.0Å) and refined
protein structures (listed in [8]) using the classical Voronoi
method[9] as implemented in the program SurVol[10]. Unlike other commonly used variants of the Voronoi procedures [11] [12] [13], the classical method does not require
assigning atomic radii (Figure 1). It is therefore particularly well suited for large surveys, because there is little hope
for obtaining a consistent set of atomic radii for all ligands
and co–factors encountered in protein crystal structures.
The computations considered only buried atoms,
defined as those with zero surface area accessible to solvent. Atoms with non–zero accessible surface area could
not be handled, because they are not completely surrounded by other atoms, and their Voronoi volume can
therefore not be defined. Water molecules, DNA, RNA
and hetero group atoms were excluded from the volume
and accessible surface calculations, as were hydrogen
atoms. Protein atoms lining cavities within the structure,
such as those created by these excluded groups, or cavities
that are empty even when these groups are included, were
identified and treated as surface atoms, and excluded from
the analysis.
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2.2 The Relevant Volume Distributions
To derive standard volumes, it is first of all necessary to identify the relevant volume distributions. In this
work atoms were assigned to a total of 23 atom chemical
types, used in the BRUGEL package[14] (see also [8]).
Since the atom chemical type reflects its bonding properties and chemical character, volume distribution according
to these chemical types were computed (Figure 2). It was
found that the computed volumes correlate better with
their bonding properties than with their van der Waals
(vdW) radii. For example the CH3 group, which is usually
considered as having the same vdW radius as the CH1 and
CH2 groups[11] [15] [16] [17], but is bonded to only one
atom, has a larger volume than all other groups. Similarly,
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2.4 Global Measures of Structure Quality
Since the resolution and the R factor are good
guides for the overall quality of a structure determined by
X–ray diffraction, the correlation between these parameters and the average volume irregularity of a protein structure was investigated in a test set of 900 proteins (see [8]
for details). An analysis performed on a larger set of 3000
proteins, and a set of 8 atomic resolution structures is also
briefly quoted.
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Figure 2. Volume distributions for different subpopulations of atoms

2.3 Scoring the Deviations from the Expected
Values
The deviation of the atomic volume from the
standard value is evaluated by the volume Z–score:

Z score i 

[V ki  V k]
k

V is the atomic volume of atom i, having atom
type k, calculated using SurVol. V k denotes the mean volk
i

ume of buried atoms with the same atom type k, and  k denotes its associated standard deviation. A negative Z–
score means that the atom has a smaller than average
volume, whereas a positive score indicates that an atom
has a larger than average volume. The expected average Z–
score is zero.
The Z–score rms deviation from ideality is used
as a global measure of departure from the expected behavior in a given set of N atoms, which can be all the atoms
of a given protein structure, or atoms with specific attributes, such as the same B–factor range:
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mber of observations

the backbone carbonyl oxygen, being bonded to only one
atom, has a larger volume than the backbone amide (NH1),
even though it is considered to have a smaller vdW radius
than other backbone atoms. The influence of the number
and nature of the covalently bonded neighbors on the computed atomic volumes was also analyzed and found to be
important. Based on these findings, mean volumes of buried atoms and the corresponding standard deviations were
computed for atoms grouped according to their atom type,
defined by their residue, IUPAC code[18] and chemical
type. These data can be found in Table 1 of Pontius et al.[8]
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Figure 3. Z-score rms variation with resolution
in a test set of 900 protein structures
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Figure 3a displays the average Z–score rms computed for structures of a given resolution range as a function of resolution in our test set of 900 protein structures.
The overall considered resolution range was from 1 to
3.9Å, and the averages were computed for bins of 0.1Å resolution. For resolutions of 1.6Å or better, the average Z–
score rms is essentially constant (~1.0). Lower resolution
structures display, on the average, a larger Z–score rms,
with the average Z–score rms increasing steadily as the
resolution decreases. The correlation factor between the
average Z–score rms and the resolution is 0.89 over the entire range of considered resolution, and 0.98 for resolutions
between 1.5–3.0Å. The standard deviations of the Z–score
rms in each resolution bin is displayed as vertical bars in
Figure 3a. They delimit the expected spread of the Z–score
rms for a given resolution. A structure determined at a given resolution, whose Z–score rms falls outside the expected spread, is likely to exhibit problems.
It is noteworthy that the spread in Z–score rms
values for a given resolution can be as much as 0.4, indicating that the correlation of the Z–score rms of individual
protein structures with resolution is poorer than that of the
average Z–score rms. This spread is clearly illustrated in
Figure 3b, which displays the Z–score rms of individual
proteins in our test set as a function of their resolution. A
number of structures have Z–score rms values well outside
the expected spread. Six of the farthest outliers are marked
(Figure 3b). They correspond to the entries 1PLL (oncogene protein), 2GN5 (gene 5 DNA binding protein), 3PGM
(phosphoglycerate mutase), 1CY3 (cytochrome C3),
2ABX (alpha–bungarotoxin), and 5LDH (lactate dehydrogenase). All these structures were also found to be severe
outliers with regard to their stereochemical parameters, as
discussed in [8].
A significant correlation between the Z–score
rms and the crystallographic R–factor was also established
(data not shown), but the correlation coefficient between
the average Z–score rms with the R–factor was poorer
(0.76) than with the resolution. This is not unexpected, given that the R–factor is a versatile parameter that can be
computed for various subsets of data. It hence reflects
more the agreement between the model and those data sub-
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sets than the quality of the model itself.

2.5 Local Measures of Structure Quality
To analyze the deviations of the atomic volumes
in specific regions of the polypeptide, the atomic volumes
Z–scores in individual residues were surveyed, and
compared with the behavior of structural parameters analyzed by PROCHECK. Figure 4 displays part of the standard PROCHECK output together with the volume Z–
score plots for cytochrome C3 (1CY3), one of the severe
outlier structures in Figure 3b. The PROVE plots show for
each residue the maximum absolute volume Z–score displayed by the buried atoms of this residue. It represents the
largest departure from the standard volume displayed in a
single atom within a residue and is therefore not an average
property of the residue. Figure 4c shows that residues 26,
32, 44, 47, 62, 63, and 81 of cytochrome C3 (1CY3) contain atoms with absolute volume Z–scores, greater than 4.
These high Z–scores belong to the backbone carbonyls of
Gly 26, Cys 47, and Thr 62, the C of Val 32 and Ile 81,
and the backbone oxygens of Cys 44, and Thr 63. We find
that the same residues, or their close neighbors, also have
unusual Chi–1 values , unusual omega values , or distorted
C chirality. Residues 45, 48, 50, 63 and 66, for example,
are also in disallowed regions of the Ramachandran map
(Figure 4e). Similar observations were made for the other
proteins of our test set.
We observed that residues found to be outliers on
the basis of the volume Z–score of one of their atoms were
not always outliers by the PROCHECK measures. This is
not surprizing considering that the volume of a given atom
can be affected by the position of its spatial neighbors,
some of which may belong to residues far apart along the
sequence. Unusual volumes may therefore result from errors occurring in several parts of the atomic model, and
thereby have more complex origins than the deviations of
geometric parameters such as the C chirality or the Chi
1 angle, which are due to local modelling errors. They may
also result from a combined effect of small irregularities
in several parameters, which taken individually go undetected by PROCHECK.

4

Figure 4. PROCHECK and PROVE outputs for the first 100 residues of cytochrome c3 (1CY3)
(a) Absolute deviation from mean Chi–1 value, computed by PROCHECK. Highlighted residues are
those that deviate by more than 2 standard deviations from ideal.
(b) Ca chirality: absolute deviation of zeta torsion, computed by PROCHECK. Highlighted residues are
those that deviate by more than 2 standard deviations from ideal.
(c) Maximum absolute Z–score of atomic volumes in individual residues along the sequence, computed
by PROVE, in this study. Highlighted residues are those with Z–scores >3. (d) Standard PROCHECK
output for Secondary Structure and estimated accessibility.
(e) Standard PROCHECK output for sequence and backbone f, y values relative to the Ramachandran
regions.
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2.6 Influence of the Refinement Procedure on
the Volume Deviations
Although atomic volumes are not directly restrained in refinement procedures, these procedures usually restrain bond distances and angles. Programs such as
XPLOR, and others, also use energy parameters, which
impose restraints on non–bonded contacts. All this may affect atomic volumes and packing in the crystal.
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monds).
(b) The average mean Z-score as a funcĆ
tion of resolution in structures refined by
XPLOR[5].
To investigate such effects, the volume Z–scores
were analyzed in groups of proteins structures refined with
different procedures. These groups were taken from a larger test set of 3000 protein structures in a more recent release of the PDB. A first inspection of the results showed
that atomic coordinates derived by some of the most commonly used refinement procedures such as PROLSQ and
XPLOR display very similar volume deviations as a function of resolution (Figure 5).
Figure 5 also reveals the following intriguing
trend: High resolution structures tend to have negative
mean Z–scores, whereas medium and low resolution structures have positive mean Z–scores. Recalling that the
mean Z–score is the algebraic mean of the atomic Z–scores
in a given structure averaged over all the structures in a
given resolution range, this result indicates that atoms in
high resolution structures tend to occupy smaller volumes
than expected , whereas the opposite is true for the medium
and low resolution structures. A volume shrinkage has also
been observed in an independent analysis of 8 structures
solved at atomic resolution [Pontius et al., unpublished].
The origins of these observations is presently not understood. It has been suggested by Gérard Bricogne [personal
communication, and public remark during the presentation] that shrinkage could result from problems in modelling rigid–body motion in current protein refinement protocols.
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Figure 5. Variation of the average mean Z-score
with resolution in structures refined with by difĆ
ferent methods
(a) The average mean Z-score as a funcĆ
tion of resolution in structures refined by
PROLSQ[3]. The mean Z-scores of strucĆ
tures having the same resolution (± 0.1Å) is
averaged. The vertical bars indicate the
magnitude of the standard deviation of the
mean Z-score in individual resolution
ranges. Graph points are derived from less
than 10 structures (horizontal lines) and
from more than 10 structures (filled diaĆ
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SF_CHECK: A Set of Standard Procedures for Evaluating Structure Factor
Data and the Agreement between the
Atomic Model and the Electron Density

The quality assessment of a deposited protein
model is not complete without evaluating the quality and
completeness of the experimental data, and measuring the
agreement of the derived model with those data. In the case
of crystal structures, the experimental data refer to the
structure factor amplitudes, which are derived by processing the raw diffracted intensities. The quality and completeness of these data are usually evaluated during various stages of the structure determination process by
different programs, whereas the agreement of the model
with the experimental data is evaluated at the refinement
stage based on the commonly used quantities such as the
R–factor, or the Free R–factor[19]. Though these parameters, which qualify the model as a whole, are nearly always
reported by the authors, they are not computed in the same
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way by everyone, and can therefore not be meaningfully
compared between structures. In addition, protein structures often have regions that are less reliably modelled
than others. Authors usually know very well where these
regions are, but this information is only partially passed on
in the deposited entries, by the occupancy and B–factor parameters, or by the author’s comments in text form. Ad–
hoc means are then needed to relate this information to the
atomic coordinates.
Following these considerations it appeared useful
to undertake the development of SF_CHECK, a stand–
alone package containing a set of standard procedures,
which may be applied to to the deposited atomic coordinates and structure factor data in order to (1) validate the
experimentally derived structure factors data and (2) evaluate the agreement between the atomic coordinates and
these data. With the mounting pressure to make the deposition of diffraction data mandatory[20], a standard tool such
as SF_CHECK, which is independent from any specific refinement program, computes a range of quality checks and
produces an easy to read pictorial summary, should be an
extremely welcome addition to the panoply of structure
validation tools.
In what follows we briefly describe the first version of SF–CHECK, and summarize some of its major features. A detailed description of the package will appear
elsewhere shortly.
The flow–chart of SF_CHECK is depicted in Figure 6. SF_CHECK reads in the structure factor data written
in the mmCIF format[21], or in the files currently deposited in the PDB, and reads the atomic coordinates, provided either in the PDB or the mmCIF formats. Next, it
computes statistics on the structure factor data (see below),
generates an electron density map from the atomic coordinates, computes Fcalc by FFT, scales the |Fobs| and |Fcalc|.
Then it uses FFT to compute two electron density maps,
with calculated phases and respectively, observed and calculated amplitudes. Lastly, it calculates the gradients of
the difference map with respect to the atomic coordinates,
compares the observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes, and computes various quantities that are used to
asses the local agreement between the observed and model
electron densities. A more detailed description of selected
tasks performed by SF–CHECK is given below. Additional information may be found in the legend of Figure 6.
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3.1 The main tasks performed by SF_CHECK
Fobs.cif

read_SF

coord.pdb

read_PDB_coords
coord.cif

gener_dens
dens.mod

F..obs

rFFT
F.mod

Ph.mod

patt_scale
Fmod_scl

FFT
dens_obs

dens_mod

gradient
grad, D_obs, D_mod
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Figure 6. SF_CHECK flowchart
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3.2 Analysis the structure factor data and global agreement of the model with these data
SF_CHECK performs a detailed analysis of the
deposited structure factor amplitudes, and evaluates the
global agreement between the model and the structure factor data using a number of standard criteria. The
SF_CHECK output, presented in Figure 7(a) summarizes
the results of this analysis performed on the structure of the
HIN recombinate (DNA binding domain C) (1HCR). This
structure was chosen as an example, because it is declared
by its authors to represent a ’preliminary coordinate set’,
with ’refinement still in progress’. Accordingly, it could
display problems not commonly featured by well refined
structures, but which SF_CHECK should readily detect.
The SF_CHECK output displays a total of 7 panels. The four panels at the top summarize numerical data.
The lower three panels display (from left to right and from
top to bottom): the distribution of the R–factor and the Luzatti plot; the distribution of the structure factor amplitudes, and the Wilson plot; a plot giving the completeness
of the data, and the ratio <s(F)>/<F>, as a function of the
resolution. Further details about the various numerical
quantities listed in the different panels is given in the legend of Figure 7.
A quick inspection of Figure 7(a) allows to identify several features which could a be source of difficulties
in the structure determination. It shows, for example, that
the R_factor distribution at high resolution is unusual, and
that even though the reported resolution is 1.8Å, the |F|’s
are very weak beyond 3.0Å resolution. The low R_stand
values at resolutions higher than 3.0Å, directly confirm the
poor quality of the diffraction data at those resolutions.
SF_CHECK can also be helpful in validating numerical information provided by the authors, or annotations by database curators. We see for example, that there is a discrepancy between the reported R–factor (0.22) and those
computed by SF–CHECK considering all acceptable re-
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flections (0.33) or considering only a reflection subset
(|F|> 1.5 s, and resol <6Å) (0.325). The origins of this discrepancy is not clear. Our R–factor calculations performed
with different subsets of the deposited structure factor
data, including the subset allegedly used by the authors to
compute the repoorted R–factor (this will be a default feature in future versions of SF_CHECK), suggest that there
may have been a misprint in the PDB entry.

3.3 Evaluation of local agreement between the
model and the electron density
Figure 7(b) illustrates the results of the analysis
performed by SF_CHECK on the local agreement between
the model and the crystallographic data for 1HCR. The figure displays the following five quantities for each residue
along the polypeptide chain:
1) The normalized average displacement of atoms in each
residue Shift:

ȍ
N

Di
Shift + 1
N i+1 si
with Di equals:
Gradient

Di + Curvaturei

i

where Gradienti is the gradient of the (Fobs–Fcalc) map
with respect to the atomic coordinates and Curvaturei
is the curvature of the model map computed at the
atomic center and N, the number of atoms. s is the standard deviation of the Di values computed in the structure. Shift indicates the tendency of the model to move
away from its current position, with large values of
Shift, corresponding to regions where this tendency is
high.
2) D_Corr, the electron density correlation coefficient for
the atoms in each residue:

ȍr
N

D_corr +

Ǹƪȍ

(x i) [2r obs(x i) * r calc(x i)]

calc

i+1

N

i+1

ƫƪȍ
N

r calc(x i) 2

(2r obs(x i) * r calc(x i)) 2

i+1

ƫ

where rcalc (xi ) and robs (xi ) are respectively the electron density computed from calculated and observed
structure factor amplitudes, and the summation is performed over the N–backbone atoms or sidechain atoms
separately. D–Corr measures the agreement between
the model and the electron density. Small values of D–
Corr, depicted by large bars in Figure 7(b), indicate
that the model of the corresponding backbone or sidechain agrees poorly with the electron density.
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Figure 7a. SF_CHECK output for the HIN recombinase (1CHR)
(a) Results of the analysis of structure factor data and of the global agreement of the model with that
data.
The panel ’Crystal’ summarizes the crystal information taken from the PDB records
The ’Model’ panel summarizes data about the model The total number of atoms and the unit volume
not occupied by the model are quantities computed by SF_CHECK from the atomic coordinates, and
the crystal data.
The ’Structure Factors’ panel summarizes data on the deposited structure factor amplitudes. All listed
quantities are self explanatory, except for the following: ”B_overall (by Patterson)” is the overall B–factor
computed from the width of the Patterson origin peak; The ”effective resolution” is defined as the expected minimum distance between 2 well resolved peaks in the electron density map. It is computed
as 2 . D Patt , where DPatt is the width of the Patterson origin peak.
2
The ’Expected eff. resol. for complete data set’ is the expected effective resolution computed as above,
but taking into account all reflections, with values for missing reflections equalling the average value of
the reflections in the corresponding resolution bin.
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Figure 7b. SF_CHECK output for the HIN recombinase (1CHR)
(b) Results of the analysis of local properties of the model, the electron density, and the agreement between both.
The 5 plotted quantities are defined in the text. The amino–acid or nucleic acid sequence is listed below
the 5th plot, using the one letter code, with w denoting water molecules. The residue numbering and
chain identifiers are given below the sequence. Blackened rectangles indicate outliers.
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3) The residue Density–index is defined as follows:

ǸȊ
N

Density_index +

N

r (x i)

i+1

t r u all atoms

where N is the total number of considered atoms in the
sidechain or backbone groups; the numerator of the
above equation is the geometric mean of the
(2Fobs–Fcalc) electron density of the considered atom
subset and the denominator is the average electron density of the atoms in the structure. The Density_index reflects the level of the electron density at the backbone
or side chain atoms of a given residue, and thereby provides a local measure of the density level. For regions
with high electron density, the value of the Density_index nearly always exceeds 1. For regions with low electron density, this value will be < 1. Such regions may
be problematic for model fitting.
4) The B–factor is computed as the average of the atomic
B–factors of the backbone and sidechain atoms of each
residue. Comparison of the B–factor and Density_index plots, can be useful for detecting regions with errors in the model. One would expect that in a well refined model, atoms with large B–factors would lie in
regions with low density, characterized in our plot by
a low Density_index. Therefore, when such atoms occur in high density regions, one may suspect problems
with either the model or the refinement procedure.
5) The connectivity index, Connect, is the same quantity
as the Density_index, but computed for the backbone
atoms excluding the carbonyl oxygens in proteins, and
considering the P, O5’,C5’,C3’,O3’ atoms in nucleic
acids. Connect measures the level of the electron density along the macromolecular skeleton and can be used
to assess the continuity of the electron density along the
polymer chain. A low Connect value indicates locations where this continuity is broken. Such locations
may occur in loops lying in regions with low electron
density, or in places where errors in model tracing occurred.
Inspection of the SF_CHECK plots for 1HCR
(Figure 7(b)) reveals several features which clearly suggest that the refinement of the proposed model ’is still in
progress’. The Shift value (plot 1) is large (>1Å) for both
the backbone and side chain atoms, indicating that the refinement has not converged. In addition, the B–factors
(plot 4) are very high for most backbone atoms, where they
generally exceed 60Å2, as witnessed by the large number
of black rectangles. Since the Density_index of many residues is quite low in both the main chain and side chains
(plot 3), the large B–values could result from attempts by
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the refinement program to fit a model into low density regions. Interestingly, the Connect value (plot 5) is rather
high throughout, except at residues 83–85, where it is zero.
Since the Connect parameter, just like the Density_index,
measures the density level for backbone atoms, but excluding the carbonyl oxygens, this indicates that the latter
atoms, in particular, tend to lie outside the electron density.
We thus see that a quick glance of the SF–
CHECK summary can identify problem regions in the
model, and help formulate hypotheses on the origins of
these problems. Such hypotheses must of course be investigated further by a more detailed analysis using the usual
panoply of tools.

4

Concluding Remarks

This paper presented two different procedures for
evaluating the quality of protein X–ray structures. One
(PROVE), analyzes the departures of atomic volumes
from standard values compiled from known protein structures, and therefore belongs to the category of procedures
that measure how unusual a protein model is in comparison
with other protein models derived previously. The other
(SF_CHECK) belongs to a different category, in that it uses
a number of objective criteria to measure the quality of the
X–ray data, and to assess the agreement between the model
and that data. The latter task, in particular, is notoriously
difficult, and the criteria proposed here by SF–CHECK
should be considered only as a starting point. The main
bottleneck to the generalization of procedures such as
SF_CHECK is that diffraction data are not available for
most of the structures in the PDB. However, when, as some
of us hope, the deposition of these data will become mandatory, routine structure validation protocols will most
likely combine both types of procedures.
The program PROVE is accessible through the
World Wide Web as part of the European Biotech validation server (http://biotech.embl–ebi.ac.uk:8400/, in Europe and http://biotech.pdb.bnl.gov:8400/, in the US.
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